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SIR,-With reference to Dr. Hearne's letter (BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL, August 9th, p. 187), in order to exclude
sandfly fever as an etiological factor in the production of
this condition on board ship I think it is necessary to be in
a position to exclude the possibility of the sandfly lhaving
beeni admitted on board among cargo and stores; the fly is
known to be transported from place to place by ship, so
that there is presented tlle interesting possibility of infec-
tion en route.-I am, etc.,

H. C. SINDERSON,
Iaghdad. Oet. 15th. Captain R.A.M.C.(S.R.).

CHRONIC PANCREATITIS.
SIu,- Chronic pancreatitis has been neglected, and it is

pletsing to read the letter published in the JOURNAL of
:N4vember 22nd (in reply to my article) by one who knows
'the subject, Dr. J. A. Cairss Forsyth. My article is in
ltoll a.greement with his,statement that "Of all the
~a-di'gstic aids ... the ohemical analysis of the faeces
comes first." By that means are we most likely to arrive
at diagnostic precision on the subject, and such methods
as I,have found useful, or even promising, I lhave included
in my article.

Dr. Forsyth and I seem-on,the subject of -pancreatitis to
blo g to different epoolh,e He advocates Cammidge's
tesL I did not include it in my article because, after some
yeas of. its employment, iaided by Professor .0arstairs
Douglas and others, I came to the conclusion that neither
qualitatively nor quantitatively has it any practical value.
The same conclusion lias been reached by many others.

Further, Dr. Forsyth speaks of the cases of pancreatitis
secondary to gall stones as being "by far the most
common," cases of pancreatitis. My- recent experience
convinces me -that, the cases secondary togalH stones are
by far the least common cases of pancreatitia.-I am, etc.,
Glamanw- Nov. 24Lh. JAS. H. NICOLL.

THE SAFETY OF ETHYL CHLORIDE.
SIR,-In your issue for Novemnber 8tlh is a letter from

Mr. C. B. Dale of Birminghiam. He states that he has
never seen a death occurring under etlhyl clhloride nor read
of one. Further, that he ;estimates this anaesthetic as
being as safe as ether. While agreeing to the general
statement that ethyl chlovike.; in competent hands-is a
valuable anaesthetic in suitable oases, I think its literature,
now very copious, proves it to possess well marked limita-
tions and a death rate higlher than that arising from etlher.
Drs. Luke and Stuart Ross in a recent book have collected
23-casualties under ethyl cbloride, and they estimate the
deatlh rate at 1 in 8,000. Dr. McCardie has had a wide
experience, and urges caution in its use. He gives 1 in
10,000 as the death rate, and the late Sir Frederic Hewitt
arrived at similar figures. Peterka gives 1 in 8,414, Ware
1 in 11,207, Seitz and Konstanz 1 in 16,000 as the mor-
tality. Although I have not; seen a death under. this
anaesthetic I have in the course of a wide experience
encountered several cases in. which dangerous symptoms
presented thienmselves. The conclusion is forced upon one
that etlhyl chloride, valuable as it is, should not be regarded
as a very safe anaesthetic or, as suitable for those witlhout
experience, nor should it be employed indiscriminately.
I ven1ture to think in order of safety nitrous oxide comes
first, then ether, then ethyl chloride, and, last, chloroform.
-I aml, etc.,
London. W., Nov. 23rd. DUDLEY W. BUXTON.

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

SIR,-In view of the ravages and sufferings inflicted
upon innocent persons, often women and children, by
venereal diseases, and also of the fact that such diseases
are very easily prevented, this society appeals to the
public for donations in support of its policy of ensuring
the adoption of preventive measures in the only way
which offers any real hope of efficiently combating this
terrible scourge,
Immediate self-disinfection, requiring no special skill or

troining, applied at the earliest possible moment, is the
neth.od advocated by this society, and for this purpose
th necessary disinfectants must be available.
The aims of this society are to acquaint the general

public with these, means and 'i6 issue instructions for their

proper use. The public are invited to become members of
the society, for which the anniual subscription is £1i1s.,
and, whether they become members or not, all wlho are
interested are invited to send a stamped addressed
envelope, when our leaflet giving the necessary instruc-
tions will be sent in return free of charge. Members of
public bodies and representatives of works and clubs can
obtain a supply for distribution on making application.

Inquiries, donations, and subscriptions -should be sent to
the Honorary Secretary, Society for the Prevention of
Venereal Disease, 143, H1arley Street, London, W. 1. -We
are, etc.,
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PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF VENEREAL
DISEASE.

SIR,-In view of the attention which has been drawn to
the subject of the prevention and treatment of venereal
disease it may be of interest to your readers to see a copy
of the memorandum which was unanimously adopted at
the quarterly meeting of the National Council at the
Central Hall, Westminster, on November 10th. The
Council affirmed their view that the passage of this
memorandum lid not involve any change of policy and
they are as firmly opposed as ever to any general distribu-
tion of proplhylactic packets to the members of the civil
community.

1. The prevention of venereal diseases is a large socio-medical
problem. In the direct line of attack, ample facilities for
treatment, and instruction of the public-both social and
hygienic-ccupy the first place. Concerning the further
qLestion of personal disinfection, after risk taken, our attitude
is as follows:

2. It is no part of our policy to conceal the truth and we have
always acknowledged the value of cleansing and disinfecting
materials, applied early and thoroughly in diminishing the
risk of disease.

3. Abstention from exposure to infection is the only certain
safeguard against the ordinary risk of disease; continence is to
be encouraqed by every means and on every ground, both social
and hygienio.

4. No person who has indulged in promiscuous intercourse
can be sure that he is not infected, and every such person is,
therefore, bound in duty to him- (or her-) self and to society to
seek means of cleansing at the earliest moment.

5. For this purpose a thorough local application of soap and
water is of great value, followed (if possible) by the use of such
disinfectants as may be recommended by a medical practi-
tioner.

6. While such applications, if properly used, do sensibly
red uce risk of disease, if applied within four hours after ex-
posure, they afford no certain securitv. Thev do not in the
slightest degree prevent the contraction of syphilis on other
parts of the body (for, example, lips, face, or hands) than those
disinfected. These applications are not suitable for treatment
of the disease when once contracted.

7. The case of women must not be ignored. Satisfactory
self-disinfection by them is practically impossible, and skilled
medical attention at the earliest possible moment is absolutely
necessary.

8. No one should be urged to arm himself in advance with a
prophylactic packet.

9. It must be insisted on that the question of chemical disln-
fection is only one aspect of the problem of combating venereal
disease.
-I am, etc.,

DOUGLAS WHITE,
Honorary Seoretary. The National Council for

Aovember l9th. Comb&tiAg Venereal Dieases.
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